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Abstract: Computational thinking (CT) has garnered significant interest in both computer science
and education sciences as it delineates a set of skills that emerge during the problem-solving process.
Consequently, numerous assessment instruments aimed at measuring CT have been developed in the
recent years. However, a scarce part of the existing CT measurement instruments has been dedicated
to early school ages, and few have undergone rigorous validation or reliability testing. Therefore, this
work introduces a new instrument for measuring CT in the early grades of elementary education: the
Computational Thinking Test for Children (CTTC). To this end, in this work, we provide the design
and validation of the CTTC, which is constructed around spatial, sequential, and logical thinking
and encompasses abstraction, decomposition, pattern recognition, and coding items organized in
five question blocks. The validation and standardization process employs the Kuder–Richardson
statistic (KR-20) and expert judgment using V-Aiken for consistency. Additionally, item difficulty
indices were utilized to gauge the difficulty level of each question in the CTTC. The study concludes
that the CTTC demonstrates consistency and suitability for children in the first cycle of primary
education (encompassing the first to third grades).

Keywords: computational thinking; problem solving; elementary education; psychometric test

1. Introduction and Background

Computational thinking (CT) traces its roots back to Papert’s work [1], where pro-
gramming in LOGO involved a robotic turtle and provided students with the opportunity
to explore, construct, and devise their own problem-solving strategies using commands.
Subsequently, Jeannette Wing introduced the term CT [2] and emphasized its foundational
role for all individuals, as it entails problem-solving skills that are not limited to computer
scientists. CT has surged in popularity in recent years due to its problem-solving efficacy
across various domains [3–5] as well as its associations with logic, creativity [6], and imagi-
nation [7]. Regarding educational policies, numerous countries have integrated CT-related
activities into their curricula [8,9], echoing earlier calls [10] for CT’s integration as a core
competency in education.

Furthermore, introducing CT in classrooms can foster innovation and creativity among
children, equipping future generations with the cognitive tools, skills, and strategies nec-
essary to navigate diverse problems and changing environments. Research indicates
that CT can be introduced in early years of basic education using developmentally ap-
propriate tools [11–16], thereby significantly enhancing skill development from an early
age [3,17,18]. Moreover, according to Voogt et al., CT is “considered a universal compe-
tence, which should be added to every child’s analytical ability as a vital ingredient of
their school learning” [19] (p. 715). Despite the extensive research conducted on CT in
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recent years, which has included various types of assessments such as pre-tests, post-tests,
rubrics, observations, and semi-structured interviews, among other methods, Fields et
al. note that “one of the main challenges in assessing CT is evaluating students’ depth of
understanding” [20] (p. 226).

Thus, the interest in measuring CT and the skills associated with it has grown in recent
years. As established in one of the former works on the importance of CT by educational
levels, the assessment of CT plays a critical role in K–12 classrooms [21]. Indeed, the
mastery and application of CT skills in real-life situations have heightened the interest in
measuring the abilities related to CT at all educational levels [22]. Consequently, research
in the field of education has produced numerous instruments aimed at this purpose [23].
The work of Tsarava [24] provides a comprehensive overview of the assessment tools
designed in recent years. As can be seen, various assessment tests have been designed that
focus on different research areas related to education (specific educational programming
environments, specific STEM topics, etc.). However, one of the most relevant approaches
to assess CT has been the development of psychometric-like tests designed to assess CT
independent of specific programming environments. However, as we describe in the
following section, most CT measurement instruments are targeted towards students at the
end of primary educational or in subsequent stages. Furthermore, few of these instruments
have undergone validation tests or statistical reliability assessments, as we will describe in
the systematic review.

The present work outlines the process of designing, constructing and validating a
new instrument: the Computational Thinking Test for Children (CTTC). The CTTC aims to
serve as a diagnostic tool to gauge the level of CT among children in the early grades of
primary education through the evaluation of the ability to logically solve problems and
without the need for prior programming knowledge. Therefore, this paper focuses on the
following research question:

RQ Is the CTTC a valid and reliable test from a psychometric approach for measuring CT
in the first grades of elementary education?

2. Background and Systematic Literature Review

The study of CT has been approached from various perspectives. Numerous system-
atic reviews and meta-analyses on CT provide insight into published works that focused on
the relationship between CT and subject matter domains, associated cognitive constructs,
the technological tools used, or the potential effects on programming skills, among other
topics [23,25,26]. In particular, some of these studies have focused on measuring CT in
various ways [8,23]: (i) measuring core elements of programming [27–30]; (ii) measuring
problem-solving abilities [8,28,31,32]; and (iii) addressing reasoning skills, spatial ability,
and problem-solving skills [8].

Nevertheless, only some of these works aim to provide psychometric tests to measure
CT [8,31,33,34]. Delving into the reliability and validity of CT assessments, the work of Tang
et al. reports that among 96 studies analyzed, only 45% reported reliability evidence, and
18% provided validity evidence [23]. The authors conclude that while some CT assessments
offer reliability and validity information, the majority lack sufficient evidence in these areas.
This absence of evidence poses challenges for confidently utilizing these assessments in
classroom settings to evaluate students’ CT learning. In particular, focusing on the early
levels of primary education, few studies provide reliable and validated evidence at these
ages [24,29].

The construction of the CTTC began with a systematic literature review of ques-
tionnaires assessing CT and skill development in children. The review identified only
eight studies at the international level wherein CT is evaluated using psychometrically
validated instruments (see Table 1). Seven of these studies focused on primary and mid-
dle school students ranging from 3rd to 10th grade, with one targeting pre-university
students [8,27–29,31,32,35]. Only one study specifically addressed children in the first and
second grades of primary school [30]. This scarcity of research on early childhood CT assess-
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ment may stem from a lack of understanding regarding the development of CT in young
children, as discussed by [36]. Consequently, research in this area, particularly concerning
younger children, remains limited [37,38]. From this starting point, our research question
[RQ] is revealed to be particularly pertinent as, from the systematic review conducted thus
far, few instruments have been identified that have undergone psycho-technical validation.

Table 1. Description of psycho-metrically validated articles.

Test name Population Items Measuring Approach

Computational-thinking-
based science learning

(CTSiM, 2014) [27]

25 students
from 6th

grade
4 Abstractions, algorithms,

conditionals, loops, and variables Model accuracy metric

Computational Thinking
Test (CTt, 2017) [8]

1251 students
from 5th to
10th grade

40 Spatial ability, reasoning ability, and
problem-solving ability

Descriptive statistics comparing
with other tests: Primary

Mental Abilities (PAM) and
Solving Problem Test (RP30)

Assessing elementary
students’ computational

thinking (2017) [31]

121 students
from 5th

grade
23

Syntax for formulating problems
and solutions, data algorithms

representing efficient and
effective solutions

Cronbach´s alpha, reliability
coefficient, two-tailed, two

sample t-test, and Rasch testlet
model

Exploring the relationship
between computational

thinking skills and academic
performance (2017) [28]

104
pre-university

science
students

29
Algorithmic thinking, cooperativity,

creativity, critical thinking, and
problem-solving

Partial least squares approach

Computational Thinking
Self-efficacy Scale (2019) [35]

319 students
from 5th to
7th grade

18
Computational thinking

self-efficacy, reasoning, abstraction,
decomposition, and generalization

Chi-square, Cronbach’s alpha
reliability coefficient, and

expert opinion

TechCheck (2020) [30]
612 students
from 1st to
2nd grade

15
Algorithm modularity, control

structures, symbolic representation,
hardware/software, and debugging

Classical Test Theory (CTT),
Item Response Theory (IRT),

and evaluator opinion

Computational thinking as a
problem-solving strategy

(2021) [32]

66 students
from 10th

grade
15 CT through solving problems

Root mean square error of
approximation, comparative fit
index (CFI), and Tucker–Lewis

index (TLI)

The competent
Computational Thinking test

(cCTt, 2023) [29]

2666 students
from 3rd to
6th grade

25

Blocks, sequences, simple loops,
complex loops, conditional

statements, while statements,
and combinations

Classical Test Theory, Item
Response Theory (IRT)

3. Materials and Methods

The construction of the CTTC proceeded through several stages: Initially, the pre-
viously described systematic review was conducted to justify the development process.
Subsequently, a preliminary version of the questionnaire was crafted. Expert judges then
assisted with validating the initial design through a rigorous evaluation process; this was
followed by a pilot test to refine the instrument. Upon making necessary adjustments based
on feedback, the finalized version was administered to the target population to assess the
validity of the instrument. The following sections provide detailed descriptions of the
outlined phases.

3.1. Fundamentals and Initial Design of the CTTC

The systematic review of the validated tests described above led to the identification
of three key thinking skills underpinning the construction and validation of the CTTC:

1. Spatial thinking enables children to visually represent information, comprehend and
manipulate spatial relationships, and understand object positions, orientations, and
directions [39]. Moreover, as noted by Kwon et al., “spatial abilities are used for
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daily tasks including reading maps, driving cars, drawing objects from different
perspectives, or even folding clothes” [16] (p. 4).

2. Sequential thinking involves the comprehension, ordering, and recall of sequences
of events and aids children with understanding numerical order and enhances their
problem-solving abilities [40].

3. Logical thinking fosters problem solving through abstraction and pattern recognition.
According to Oljayevna and Shavkatovna [41], the development of logical thinking
entails observing and comparing objects, identifying similarities and differences,
discerning essential features, drawing conclusions from observations or facts, and
presenting ideas logically and coherently.

The development of the initial version of the CTTC ensued subsequent to the prior
systematic review of existing supporting instruments and tests implemented within this
domain. As described above, the CT concepts underpinning the construction and vali-
dation of the CTTC encompass: (1) spatial thinking, which enables children to visually
represent information and comprehend and manipulate spatial relationships as well as
grasp the relative positioning of objects, directions, and orientations [39]; (2) sequential
thinking, which involves the capacity to understand, organize, and recall sequences of
events; and (3) logical thinking, which facilitates problem solving through intricate mental
processes [42,43] spanning from abstraction to pattern recognition. In light of this context,
two specific tests were utilized as reference points, namely:

• The Brebas Test (http://www.bebras.org, accessed on 1 April 2024), which endeavors
to present intriguing tasks aimed at inspiring students to delve deeper into technology-
related concepts;

• The Computer Olympiad (https://olympiad.org.za/, accessed on 1 April 2024), which
seeks to familiarize students and educators with computational thinking and computer
science through enjoyable and interactive tasks. These tasks enable students to explore
their aptitude for computational thinking without necessitating prior knowledge.

Based on the considerations above, the CTTC items were designed with attention
to a visually appealing layout and an age-appropriate level of difficulty, ensuring they
were neither excessively challenging to cause frustration nor overly simplistic to result in
demotivation among children. The initial CTTC comprises a total of 40 multiple-choice
items, each with a single response. The final version of the CTTC can be consulted at https:
//go.uv.es/pasdadia/cttc (accessed on 2 May 2024); Figures 1 and 2 show two examples of
the designed items.

One point is assigned for each correct answer, resulting in a maximum score of
40. The selection of this number of questions was driven by the aim to cover all five
defined dimensions. The test is structured into five dimensions focusing on problem-
solving aspects: laterality (8 items), location (12 items), spatial rotation (7 items), sequence
of instructions (7 items), and cycles (6 items). These dimensions are crucial for spatial
cognition, learning, and scientific inquiry [44]. Additionally, the relationship between
spatial skills and mathematical problem solving is emphasized [45], highlighting the
importance of spatial thinking, sequence planning, and pattern recognition. Children
often encounter challenges in solving spatial displacement problems, such as planning
algorithms for movement using floor robots or programmable vehicles. Specifically, they
may struggle with positioning themselves relative to the vehicle: a concept related to
Piaget’s egocentric stage [46]. It is essential for children to envision themselves as drivers
of the vehicle to execute appropriate movements and turns, which is a skill they may not
initially possess when tackling such problems [47].

It is noteworthy that the CTTC’s items address abstraction, decomposition, pattern
recognition, and coding [48,49], as introducing these concepts at an early age is crucial for
fostering advanced reasoning skills. Following the development of the test questions, the
validation process commenced.

http://www.bebras.org
https://olympiad.org.za/
https://go.uv.es/pasdadia/cttc
https://go.uv.es/pasdadia/cttc
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Figure 1. Icons for student responses in two of the CTTC items. Each response item has been
assigned a color to prevent children from confusing items when responding to the questionnaire.

Figure 2. An example of a CTTC question type from the test categories with its respective an-
swer sheet.

3.2. Expert Assessment

For the validation and standardization process of the CTTC instrument, a panel of
multidisciplinary experts at the master and doctoral levels was assembled following the
criteria established by [50]. These criteria included expertise in the subject matter, academic
recognition, availability of time for test review, and motivation to participate impartially.
The selected experts hailed from diverse fields such as mathematics, education, engineering,
and psychology. Each expert possessed significant experience in theoretical, practical, and
evaluative domains. They were tasked with conducting a comprehensive evaluation of the
questionnaire as well as each individual item.

To ensure content validity of the instrument, a panel of eight experts was selected
in line with the recommendation by Grant and Davis that establishes that the number of
judges should range from two to twenty [51]. Each expert independently rated every item
on the questionnaire by assigning scores ranging from one to five (where one indicates
strong disagreement and five signifies strong agreement) based on his/her assessment
of the item’s illustration, design, wording, appropriateness for the questionnaire, and
alignment with the intended age group. Each expert received an anonymous rating sheet
to ensure precise evaluation of the questionnaire.

After all items were evaluated by the judges, interpretation of their responses was
conducted. The V-Aiken method [52] was employed to ascertain the relevance of each
item to the overall construct. Content validity analysis led to the modification of certain
items; this involved clarification of language to prevent confusion and enhancement of
questionnaire illustrations based on judges’ recommendations.

3.3. Pilot Test of the CTTC

Finally, a pilot test was conducted to assess the comprehension of the CTTC ques-
tionnaire items by the children. Subsequently, the adjusted pilot test, based on expert
feedback, was administered to a group of six students representing the targeted grade
levels: two children from first grade, two from second grade, and two from third grade.
This allowed for the evaluation of children’s comprehension of the questions and their
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feedback on the test design. During the administration of the pilot test, no difficulties were
encountered by the participating children in understanding the items.

3.4. Construction of the Final Version of the CTTC

In constructing the final version of the CTTC, experts’ suggestions were considered.
Visual design aimed to be appealing to children by incorporating vibrant colors and using
age-appropriate pictorial representations that conveyed correct actions. Icons representing
familiar actions were utilized to avoid leading responses, as highlighted by [53]. Effective
design facilitates interpretation and understanding, while poor design may introduce
false cues, hindering comprehension. To promote reasoning skills, the initial basic design
was enhanced to a more structured format. In response to judges’ feedback, icons were
restructured from simple illustrations of circles with arrows to puzzles in order to lever-
age children’s familiarity with this game format. Additionally, arrows were modified to
simulate movement (see Figure 1).

Considering the age of the children for whom the test is intended and their potential
unfamiliarity with numbers greater than ten [54], we opted to represent each question num-
ber with a drawing of an animal that children are likely to be familiar with. These animal
drawings are also present on the answer sheet, facilitating children’s association between
the questions and their corresponding numbers (see Figure 2). To enhance comprehension,
the texts of the questions were kept concise.

3.5. Validation and Reliability of the CTTC

To ascertain the validity and reliability of this instrument, an intentional non-probabilistic
sample of six groups, categorized by grade level from first to third grade, was drawn from
the Quindío state of Colombia. The sample consisted of 118 students who participated
voluntarily, comprising 56.3% females and 43.8% males (65 girls and 53 boys). The ages
of the participants ranged from five to eight years old. Specifically, the sample included
33 students from first grade, 38 from second grade, and 47 from the third grade of primary
school (see Table 2).

Table 2. Demographic information of the participants.

Frequency Percent Cumulative Percent
Gender Male 53 44.915 44.915

Female 65 55.085 100.000
Total 118 100.000

Grade 1st Grade 33 27.996 27.996
2nd Grade 38 32.203 61.169
3rd Grade 47 39.831 100.000

Total 118 100.000

The CTTC was administered in person to evaluate the reliability of the instrument.
The test was administered anonymously to the specified students in various towns. Prior
to the administration of the CTTC, parental or legal guardian consent was obtained for
each participant. Given the children’s age, the number of questions, and their attention
span variability, the CTTC was divided into five blocks. Following each block, a break was
provided, during which the next block of questions was introduced along with a concrete
example. This approach aimed to familiarize the children with the upcoming questions.
Subsequently, the questionnaires were collected and analyzed separately for each grade to
observe the performance on each question across grades.

3.6. Difficulty of the CTTC Items

After administering the final version of the CTTC, the difficulty level of each question
comprising the test was determined. To accomplish this, the item difficulty index [55] was
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utilized, which employs a five-level scale to classify the expected difficulty of questions in
a questionnaire. The scale includes categories such as “easy questions”, “moderately easy
questions”, “medium difficulty questions”, “moderately hard questions”, and “difficult
questions”, along with their respective percentages.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, the findings regarding the validity of the CTTC are presented.

4.1. Validation of Content

The expert judges made significant contributions to enhancing the CTTC, particularly
regarding (1) the graphics and illustrations used in the questions, recognizing that drawing
is a form of communication for children and engages various cognitive capacities [56], and
(2) the restructuring of question wording to enhance item comprehension.

The content validity of the instrument was assessed through expert judgment. Agree-
ment among the expert judges was evaluated using Aiken’s V and revealed that no ques-
tion was deemed inappropriate, as the validity coefficient for each question exceeded or
equaled 0.7. However, question 29 had a coefficient value of 0.698, which was very close to
0.7 (see Table 3). Consequently, all test items were retained, as Aiken’s V indicated that all
questions in the questionnaire were suitable for assessing the intended categories. Table 4
shows the statistical summary of the Aiken’s V values obtained in Table 3.

Table 3. Values of Aiken’s V and 95% confidence intervals for the 40 CTTC items.

95% CI

Item Mean sd V-Aiken Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

1 4.458 0.212 0.865 0.707 0.944
2 4.375 0.270 0.844 0.682 0.931
3 4.042 0.257 0.760 0.590 0.875
4 4.000 0.306 0.750 0.579 0.867
5 4.208 0.212 0.802 0.635 0.904
6 3.958 0.212 0.740 0.568 0.860
7 4.167 0.156 0.792 0.624 0.897
8 4.333 0.358 0.833 0.670 0.925
9 4.083 0.358 0.771 0.601 0.882
10 4.375 0.270 0.844 0.682 0.931
11 4.292 0.412 0.823 0.659 0.918
12 4.292 0.059 0.823 0.659 0.918
13 4.042 0.059 0.760 0.590 0.875
14 3.875 0.354 0.719 0.546 0.844
15 4.250 0.270 0.813 0.647 0.911
16 4.042 0.312 0.760 0.590 0.875
17 4.208 0.059 0.802 0.635 0.904
18 3.958 0.059 0.740 0.568 0.860
19 4.125 0.270 0.781 0.612 0.890
20 4.125 0.354 0.781 0.612 0.890
21 4.333 0.295 0.833 0.670 0.925
22 4.208 0.059 0.802 0.635 0.904
23 4.208 0.312 0.802 0.635 0.904
24 4.208 0.425 0.802 0.635 0.904
25 3.958 0.156 0.740 0.568 0.860
26 4.292 0.295 0.823 0.659 0.918
27 4.167 0.358 0.792 0.624 0.897
28 4.000 0.177 0.750 0.579 0.867
29 3.792 0.156 0.698 0.525 0.829
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Table 3. Cont.

95% CI

Item Mean sd V-Aiken Lower
Limit

Upper
Limit

30 4.083 0.156 0.771 0.601 0.882
31 4.042 0.236 0.760 0.590 0.875
32 4.042 0.412 0.760 0.590 0.875
33 4.208 0.412 0.802 0.635 0.904
34 4.167 0.257 0.792 0.624 0.897
35 4.125 0.306 0.781 0.612 0.890
36 4.333 0.257 0.833 0.670 0.925
37 4.250 0.204 0.813 0.647 0.911
38 3.958 0.460 0.740 0.568 0.860
39 4.333 0.358 0.833 0.670 0.925
40 4.125 0.204 0.781 0.612 0.890

Table 4. Statistical summary of all Aiken’s V values obtained in Table 3.

N Min. Max. Mean sd Variance

40 1 33 4.151 0.49 0.24

4.2. Internal Validity

For the reliability analysis of the CTTC, the KR-20 Alpha coefficient was utilized, as
it is equivalent to Cronbach’s Alpha [57]. Regarding internal consistency, given that the
questionnaire items were multiple-choice with a single correct answer, a dichotomous scale
was applied, where only the correct responses were scored. Children were deemed to have
failed an item if they either marked more than one response for a specific question or left it
unanswered. To assess internal consistency, the Kuder–Richardson reliability coefficient
(KR-20) [58] was computed at a 95% confidence interval. The data were analyzed using
JASP software, which yielded an estimate of 0.838 for the KR-20 Alpha coefficient. This
value indicates high internal consistency, as the generally accepted threshold for reliability
measures in cognitive tests is 0.8, while for ability tests, a cut-off point of 0.7 is more
appropriate, as outlined by [59]. With all 40 questions considered, the calculated KR-20
Alpha was 0.838 (see Table 5), indicating adequate internal consistency for the CTTC.

Table 5. Frequentest scale reliability statistics for KR-20.

Estimate α KR-20 Mean sd

Point estimate 0.838 24.559 6.398
95% CI lower bound 0.792 23.405 5.673
95% CI upper bound 0.875 25.714 7.337

Construct Validity

During the administration of the questionnaire, no difficulties were reported in com-
prehension among the participating children. This outcome may be attributed to the
incorporation of feedback from expert judges and the conduct of a pilot test prior to the
final administration of the CTTC.

Regarding the difficulty index by item, notable disparities were observed when com-
paring the expected percentages to the actual values for the CTTC. Specifically, the percent-
age of moderately easy questions exceeded the expected value of 20% by 5%, reaching an
actual value of 25%. Similarly, the percentage of medium-difficulty questions decreased
by 12.5% compared to the expected value of 50%, resulting in an actual value of 37.5%.
Conversely, the percentage of difficult questions increased by 7.5% relative to the expected
value of 5%, reaching an actual value of 12.5%. The percentages for easy questions and
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moderately hard questions aligned closely with the theoretically expected values of 5% and
20%, respectively (see Table 6).

Table 6. Percentage distribution of the difficulty of the items in the CTTC.

Classification by
Item Difficulty Index Expected Percentage

Distribution
Real Percentage

Distribution

Easy questions 0.91–1 5% 5%
Moderately easy

questions 0.81–0.90 20% 25%

Medium-difficulty
questions 0.51–0.80 50% 37.5%

Moderately hard
questions 0.40–0.50 20% 20%

Difficult questions 0–0.39 20% 12.5%

The difficulty levels proposed by [55] as well as the theoretically expected values
differ from the observed results regarding the difficulty levels of items in the CTTC. While
some items aligned closely with the expected values upon administering the CTTC, others
exhibited varying degrees of difficulty compared to what was anticipated.

To evaluate the extent of children’s comprehension of the items and to analyze the
construct validity of the developed instrument, the test was administered to 118 students in
the first (G1), second (G2), and third (G3) grades of elementary education. It was observed
that the test exhibited similar patterns across all three groups. Each group achieved a
higher number of correct answers proportionate to its respective grade level (see Figure 3).
This trend can be attributed to the students’ varying levels of cognitive maturation and the
novelty of encountering this type of test for the first time across all groups.

Figure 3. Results for the items by grade.

The notably low performance across all three grades for question number two is
striking (see Figure 3). However, it received a favorable evaluation in the expert assessment:
achieving a V-Aiken value of 0.844 (see Table 3). This low score could potentially stem from
the children’s challenges in recognizing the right and left sides or in mentally rotating and
accurately locating their position with a raised hand (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Second item of the CTTC, which posed greater difficulty for children due to confusion over
the position of individuals in the image.

5. Conclusions

The use of the CTTC proposes a crucial difference from other validated tests found
so far, as some aim to measure core elements of programming [27–30], while [8,28,31,32]
emphasize problem solving, with only [8] addressing reasoning skills, spatial ability, and
problem-solving skills. This aligns with [60], which suggests that there are two categories
for evaluation and teaching: one focused on programming concepts and the other focused
on finding solutions through thinking skills such as logical organization and data analysis.
In this regard, the CTTC aims to integrate both categories by identifying children’s prior
knowledge by inquiring about spatial concepts, sequence recognition, and patterns and
ending with key programming elements. Throughout the test, children must engage in a
process of abstraction to identify the correct solution, whether it involves classifying or
mentally rotating question elements to determine relevant information. Similarly, they
must decompose the problem for resolution and progressively recognize regularities and
patterns to generalize and identify possible algorithms.

In conclusion, the CTTC emerges as a concise and clear instrument that exhibits
reliability across its diverse items. Its validity is underscored by the coherent content, which
is implied by a moderate relationship among study questions and consistent responses
from participants. The five key constructs incorporated in the CTTC—laterality, location,
spatial rotation, sequence of instructions, and cycles—comprehensively capture the essence
of computational thinking. Test performance variability reflects children’s aptitude at
abstracting, decomposing, recognizing patterns, and coding.

The validation process of the CTTC has yielded valuable insights into its content
validity, reliability, and difficulty index by item. The assessment of content validity through
expert judgment using Aiken’s V coefficient demonstrated high agreement among expert
judges regarding the appropriateness of the test items, indicating their suitability for as-
sessing the intended categories. The reliability analysis, assessed through the KR-20 Alpha
coefficient, showcased high internal consistency for the CTTC. Furthermore, the assessment
of the difficulty index by item revealed noteworthy disparities between expected and actual
percentages for certain question types within the CTTC. While moderately easy questions
surpassed expected percentages, medium-difficulty questions exhibited a decrease, and
difficult questions showed an increase compared to theoretical expectations. Nevertheless,
easy and moderately hard questions closely aligned with anticipated percentages. Overall,
these findings underscore the CTTC’s efficacy as a reliable and valid instrument for as-
sessing computational thinking in children. Further research and refinement may address
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discrepancies in the difficulty index and enhance the instrument’s precision and utility in
evaluating computational thinking skills.

It is worth mentioning that the validity of the CTTC may be affected by contextual
factors that could influence the students’ outcomes and may, consequently, affect the
obtained results. For example, the performance of third grade students appears to surpass
that of the subsequent grades, as students enhance their CT abilities as they mature, even
in the absence of explicit CT instruction [61], aligning with the notion that CT is a universal
skill [19]. In this regard, it would be highly interesting to propose a longitudinal study with
the same students to observe and measure the acquisition of CT across various educational
stages. Moreover, the outcomes of the students in the sample may vary from that of
students in different regions and countries. Therefore, it would be valuable to gather data
from another cohort of students spanning the same grades to replicate the study. As future
work, we include these two proposals described to continue investigating the acquisition
of CT in early school ages.

Another limitation worth mentioning is the study of potential gender differences in the
acquisition of computational thinking. While our manuscript delineates the demographic
distribution, specifically indicating 56.3% female and 43.8% male participants, we concur
that a thorough analysis of potential gender-specific differences in the results is warranted.
Therefore, as a future avenue of research, we intend to delve into a comparative analysis
between genders to elucidate any discernible variations in computational thinking acquisi-
tion. This endeavor will involve a meticulous examination of the data to identify potential
patterns or disparities accompanied by an exploration of underlying factors contributing
to any observed differences or lack thereof. By addressing this gap in our current study,
we aim to contribute to the broader discourse on gender-inclusive approaches to fostering
computational thinking skills.

The utility of the CTTC extends beyond the confines of formal education, as it serves
as a valuable tool for assessing computational thinking in individuals across various ed-
ucational backgrounds. Given that CT fosters the development of essential skills such as
problem solving, creativity, and analytical thinking, the CTTC holds promise as an effective
assessment instrument. Moreover, it can be deployed to evaluate different intervention
strategies aimed at enhancing computational thinking skills. Aligned with existing psycho-
metric tools measuring CT, the design and evaluation of the CTTC demonstrate consistency
by targeting essential computational thinking skills such as abstraction, decomposition, pat-
tern recognition, and coding. However, it is worth noting that some children may encounter
difficulties distinguishing between left and right, which may impact their performance
on certain test items. Nonetheless, experts have deemed the items relevant for assessing
computational thinking, further affirming the validity of the CTTC as a robust assessment
tool in the first grades of elementary education.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript (sorted by the order of appearance in the text):

CT computational thinking
CTTC Computational Thinking Test for Children
KR-20 Kuder–Richardson Alpha coefficient
V-Aiken Aiken’s content validity coefficients
K–12 educational levels from kindergarten to 12th grade
STEM science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
RQ research question
CTt Computational Thinking Test
PAM Primary Mental Abilities
CTT Classical Test Theory
IRT Item Response Theory
CFI Comparative Fit Index
TLI Tucker–Lewis Index
cCTt competent Computational Thinking test
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